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Slanders and Sodomy: Studying the Past
through Colonial Crime Investigation
by James G. Cusick
Editoria l Note: The primary documents quoted in this article
contain e x plicit sex ual language.
etween 1784 and 1821 , Spanish officials in St. Augustine
regularly launched investigations into crime, covering cases
that included slander, theft, burglary, assault, wounding,
murder, and sex crimes, as well as specifically military offenses, like
desertion. The records of their detective work are contained in
the criminal court proceedings of the East Florida Papers, a wellpreserved archive of what might be called C-CSI (or colonial crime
scene investigation). In contrast to surviving records from earlier
parts of the colonial period, which overwhelmingly describe highlevel crimes a gainst Church and Crown such as heresy, piracy, and
revolt, the cases in the East Florida Papers bear the char?-cteristics
of street crime. Everyone appears in them-sometimes as victim,
sometimes as accused, most frequently as witness. They are a .
chronicle of injuries done to ordinary people, to children, slaves,
free blacks, soldiers, sailors, and all ranks of men and women, from
laborers to elites.
This article introduces the court proceedings and the
challenges officials faced in administering justice in a small
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frontier community. During the late 1700s and early 1800s,
Spanish East Florida had only one attorney with formal training,
whose efforts were supplemented by men familiar with military law
and by notaries capable of serving as court recorders. These thin
reserves of personnel imposed difficulties on the justice system, yet
like bureaucrats who faced similar situations in the larger colonies,
. St. Augustine's authorities were exacting in their investigation and
prosecution of crime. They visited crime scenes, collected forensic
evidence, appointed court guardians for minors, took down witness
depositions, and reviewed pertinent law. Case records document
their investigations from arrest through sentencing, often
extending to hundreds of pages of testimony and legal argument. 1
The study of crime and the judicial process in St. Augustine
fits ~thin a much wider scholarly literature on this subject for
early modern Spain and the Spanish colonies. Fundamental
to all such research are three classic works of analysis, William
Taylor's, Drinking, Homicide and Rebellion in Colonial Mexican Villages
(1979), Mary Elizabeth Perry's Crime and Society in Early Modern
Seville (1980), and Charles R. Cutter's The Legal Culture of Northern
New Spain, 1700-1810 (1995). Each of these works made groundbreaking contributions to the field while establishing the value of
court records for social history. Taylor delved deeply into tavern
and street violence in colonial Oaxaca, exploring the motivations
and circumstances surrounding brawls and murders. Perry, writing
about urban life in early Seville, a city of 120,000 people, combed
1

Trial records for St. Augustine have been preserved in near completeness for the
late colonial period as part of Section 64, Record of Court Martials, 1785-1821
and Section 65, Records of Criminal Proceedings, 1785-1821 in the East Florida
Papers at the Library of Congress . There is also a massive record on seditious
slander and rebellion, specifically associated with a revolt in 1795, in Section 66.
Another important subset of cases involving verbal or physical abuse, especially
against slaves and free people of color, occurs in "Memorials" rather than in
the criminal proceedings . Jane Landers has analyzed many of the cases in this
latter section in several published articles and, with one exception, they are not
re-introduced here . See Jane Landers, "Female Conflict and its Resolution in
Eighteenth-Century St. Augustine," The Americas 54, no.4 (April 1998): 564-568;
and Black Society in Spanish Florida (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999),
136-156, 185-191. The case of Maria Whitten is repeated in Jane Landers ,
"African and African American Women and their Pursuit of Rights Through
Eighteenth Century Spanish Texts," in Haunted Bodies: Gender and Southern Texts,
ed. Anne Goodwyn Jones and Susan V. Donaldson (Charlottesville: University of
Virginia Press, 1997), 69-70. Landers also found important cases in Section 92,
Selected Papers, 1784-1820, East Florida Papers, Reel 174. Cases cited in this
paper are recorded in "Records of Criminal Proceedings, 1785-1821," Section
65 of ithe East Florida Papers (Library of Congress) and are available on the
microfilm version of these papers, reels 122-128.
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through archives on the prison system, executions, autos de fe,
and houses of charity. From these came her descriptions of prison
life, of soldiers and garrisons, thieves, beggars, prostitutes and
street gangs. Cutter described the administration of justice along
the northwest frontier of Mexico, where crime was common but
resources to investigate it were limited. 2
More recent studies have linked the analysis of criminal records.
to other broad topics. Types of studies that draw heavily on court
proceedings include those about violence and sex crimes. Both
Renato Barahona and Mary Elizabeth Perry have addressed this
topic in studies of Vizcaya and Seville, and Federico Garza Carvajal
examined hundreds of inquisitorial records to document the
prosecution of sodomy. Studies of children, orphans, and childrearing, have also drawn heavily on testimony given in legal cases. 3
Another field of study, closely tied to court cases about ' libel
and ·slander, has focused on questions of honor and the defense
of honor, an area of inquiry that frequently explores concepts
of masculinity and femininity, codes of conduct, and the basis
for status and reputation. In Spain and the colonies, upholding
honor meant adhering to widely accepted views on morality and
avoiding public damage to reputation. "It has become almost
commonplace," one key contributor has noted, "to assert that ...
male honour for the most part was based on social considerations
while female honour revolved primarily around sexual virtue."
An important characteristic of honor was that it came from other
2

3

William Taylor, Drinking, Homicide and Rebellion in Colonial Mexican Villages
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1979); Mary Elizabeth Perry, Crime
and Society in Early Modern Sevill.e (Hanover, NH: University Press of New
England, 1980); Charles R. Cutter, The Legal Culture of Northern New Spain
1700-1810 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995) . For studies
of slander in colonial Spanish America, see Lyman L. Johnson, "Dangerous
words, provocative gestures, and violent acts: The disputed hierarchies of
plebian life in colonial Buenos Aires," in The Faces of Honor: Sex, Shame, and
Violence in Colonial Latin America, ed. Lyman L. Johnson and Sonya LipsettRivera (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998), 126-151.
Mary Elizabeth Perry, Gender and Disorder in Early Modern Seville. (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1990); Federico Garza Carvajal, Butterflies will
Burn: Prosecuting Sodomites in Early Modern Spain and Mexico (Austin: University
of Texas Press, 2003); Bianca Premo, "Minor Offenses: Youth, Crime, and Law
in Eighteenth-Century Lima," in' Minor Omissions: Children in Latin American
History and Society, ed. Tobias Hecht (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
2002), 114-138; Bianca Premo, Children of the Father King: Youth, Authority, and
Legal Minority in Colonial Lima (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2005); Ondina E. Gonzalez and Bianca Premo, ed., Raising an Empire: Children
in Early Modern Iberia and Colonial Latin America (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 2007).
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people and could be taken away if people refused to acknowledge
it. Aspersions on family, lineage, race, religion, honesty, courage,
or sexual mores could expose a person to brutal mockery and quite
literally cause doors to be shut in one's face. 4
When confronted with dishonor, women had only a few means
of redress: "They could do nothing and consequently bear their
disgrace grudgingly ... seek out-of-court monetary settlements ...
or they could stand their ground and fight through legal means." 5
Males, if not equally vulnerable, were far from immune. In a study
of colonial Buenos Aires, Lyman L. Johnson concluded that "a man
who failed to defend himself against the challenges of his peers
found life intolerable. He was, in essence, feminized and became
the target of endless jokes, pranks, and insults . .. exiled from full
participation in the society of men." 6
Honor is also a central theme of this article, which examines
two types of offense that sullied peoples' reputation or made
them objects of humiliation. The first type consists of slander,
instances where gossip, pranks, or ill-will threatened to destroy a
person's standing in the community. Complaints about slander
were widespread in the colonial era, and have been examined in
scholarly works about Chile and Mexico as well as in studies about
enslaved women and free women of color in the border colonies
of Louisiana and East Florida. 7 Cases in St. Augustine exhibit many
parallels with those reported from other areas. The second type
is represented by a single, lengthy, and complex sodomy case, in
which ten soldiers were accused of luring ten- and eleven- year old

4
5
6
7

See Renato Barahona, Sex Crimes, Honour, and the Law in Early Modern Spain,
Vizcaya, 1528-1735 (Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 2003) , 120.
Ibid., 121.
Johnson, "Dangerous words," 130.
Marfa Eugenia Albornoz Vasquez, "La injuria de palabra en Santiago de
Chile, 1762-1822," Iere]ournee d'Histoire des Sensibilites, March 4 , 2004, http: / I
nuevomundo .revues.org/ document240.html, (accessed June 27, 2008);
Sonya Lipsett-Rivera, "De Obray Palabra: Patterns of Insults in Mexico 1 7501856," The Americas, 54, no. 4 (April 1998): 511-539; Lipsett-Rivera, "A Slap
in the Face of Honor: Social Transgre ssions and Women in Late Colonial
Mexico," in The Faces of Honor, 179-200; Cheryl English Martin, "Popular
Speech and Social Order in Northern Mexico, 1650-1830," Comparative Studies
in Society and History, 32, no . 2 (April 1990): 305-324; Kimberly S. Hanger,
'"Desiring Total Tranquility' and Not Getting It: Conflict involving Free Black
Women in Spanish New Orleans," The Americas, 54, no. 4 (April 1998): 541556; Landers, "Female Conflict," 562-567 and "African and African American
Women," 69-70.
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boys into male prostitution. It was a notorious scandal, and carried
possible death sentences for the accused. 8
These cases vary greatly in their complexity and length, but
they follow standard procedures for investigating crime. As judicial
proceedings, they are similar to those described for other areas in
the Spanish empire, such as Oaxaca and New Mexico. As was true
elsewhere, records in St. Augustineregularly contain the particulars
about the crime, information on the victim and accused, the court
proceedings, and the verdict. 9
Cases opened with an accusation ( querella or denuncia) and a
brief statement about the offense. Slander cases usually began with
a querella de parte, a complaint brought before a magistrate by the
victim or victim's family or guardian with a request for justice or
restitution. The investigation into the case of sodomy, on the other
hand, began with a denuncia (denunciation), a statement that a
crime had taken place. The querellaor denunciawas followed by the

8

9

The slander cases, noted individually below, are drawn from criminal cases
reported in Section 65, Records of Criminal Proceedings, 1785-1821 in the
East Florida Papers, Library of Congress, bundles 283 to 290. The sodomy
case, also cited below, can be found in Section 64, Records of Court Martials,
1785-1821 , bundle 280.
Court records in St. Augustine follow fairly closely those desc1ibed for Mexico
by William Taylor in Drinking, Homicide, and R.ebellion, and also those described
for the borClerlands of the American Southwest by Charles Cutter in The Legal
Culture of Northern New Spain. "Important recurring sources of information
in the records are (1) the initial one- or two-page report of the crime made
by the village officials to the alcalde mayor, usually dictated within a few hours
of the act; (2) the offender's declaration (usually a preliminary declaration
shortly after arrest and a formal declaration made under interrogation during
the trail, covering two to five pages); (3) testimony by victim, expert witnesses,
eyewitnesses, and character witnesses, which comprise the bulk of most trial
records; (4) the judge's summation of incriminating evidence; (5) the defense
lawyer's case, including legal arguments and the testimony of additional
witnesses; and (6) the judge's explanation of the verdict and sentence (the last
three categories usually take up six to ten pages). Witnesses usually responded
to specific questions put to them by tl1e court but the victim and offender
in the preliminary and formal declarations responded to a more open-ended
inquiry into their views of what happened." Taylor, Drinking, Homicide, and
R.ebellion, 76. Cutter, Legal Culture, 110, notes "Whether referred to as juicio
sumario or juicio extraordinario, simplified procedure proved to be the most
common in the borderlands . . . Ordinary legal procedure, both civil and
criminal, could indeed be a time-consuming and highly technical affair that
required a good measure of expertise to administer. Simplified form, however,
alleviated much of the complication and suited well tl1e circumstances of a
simple society. While it lacked formal training, the local judiciary might still
carry on their duties in a rudimentary yet lawful manner."
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cabeza de proceso, a statement of what was known about the crime
and the reasons for starting an investigation. 10
Once these formalities were complete, officials accumulated
information comprising the lengthy sumaria (court dossier), the
main section of the proceedings, containing both the indictment
and the collection of evidence. Typically a sumaria began with a
fact-finding phase of investigation. The purpose was to verify that a
crime had been committed and confirm that there were sufficient
witnesses and evidence to proceed. Most of the sumaria, however,
was composed of witness depositions, sometimes taking up twothirds of the entire written court record.u For a crime involving
some physical assault or harm to a victim, there would be a
reconocimiento de heridas, similar to the report of a medical examiner,
describing and characterizing injuries, or, in the case of a killing,
the cause of death. Once this was complete, authorities identified
witnesses and began taking depositions. 12
At some point in the early proceedings, officials issued an
indictment or auto de prisi6n, and the accused, if not already in
custody, was arrested. His or her goods were placed under embargo,
a parallel to the modern idea of bond. If an accused person was
judged to be a minor, he or she was assigned a guardian. More
testimony followed, along with the decla7aci6n or auto de confesi6n of
the accused, usually the first time investigators directly spoke with
a prisoner. 13
The next stage of the proceedings, the plenario, was more
legalistic in nature. It consisted of ratificaciones (additional
testimony), interrogatories (a type of cross-examination, an
established set of questions put to witnesses, including witnesses
who had testified previously), and careos (a procedure where
10

11

12
13

This structure of proceedings corresponds closely with those noted in
Cutter, Legal Culture, 111. For crimes that became publically known almost
immediately, such as a serious wounding or a murder, authorities usually acted
de oficio, that is, they initiated an investigation as soon as they became aware of
the crime.
Ibid., 112. Magistrates usually wanted two or three credible witnesses as proof
that they had a basis to continue investigating. The accused, if identified,
might be placed under arrest at this point. Those arrested were not informed
of the charges against them, usually were not interviewed, and, in cases with
multiple alleged perpetrators, were not allowed to communicate among
themselves.
Ibid., 115.
Ibid., 119-120. As Cutter notes, although termed a "confession" it was more
often_ a denial, a statement that the accused knew nothing about the crime in
questlon, or a statement that put the blame elsewhere.
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magistrates might question several witnesses at once, especially
if their testimony conflicted, or where accused and witnesses
might be brought together and questioned). After the close of
testimony, the lead magistrate summarized the case, both the facts
and the points oflaw involved, a defensorput forth the case for the
accused, and there was a chance to disqualify witnesses or impugn
their testimony, a procedure called the tacha. The entire case
record then went forward to the governor for review, verdict, and
sentencing. 14 Finally, the sentencia consisted of a short statement
by the governor at the end of the case, specifying his decision
and sentence, usually without any explanation of his grounds for
reaching the decision .15
Most criminal cases in St. Augustine followed this structure.
The principal difference from colonial New Mexico was in the
staffing ofjudicial investigations and hearings.16 If the case involved
soldiers or sailors in government employment, it could be tried
as a court martial under the fiscal, an official trained in military
law. Cases involving civilians, on the other hand, and sometimes
those involving civilians and soldiers, were conducted by the asesor
general, the only person in the colony with formal training as an
attorney. The asesor general combined the functions of a modernday prosecutor, district attorney, and legal counselor. Whether
fiscal or asesor general, the duties of the chief magistrate in the case
were similar: to apply the law, arrive at the truth of a case, advise
the colonial governor on points of law pertaining to it, and render
an op1mon. The governor, as the head military and political
authority in the colony, passed sentence. For sentences in excess
of ten years, or for capital sentences, his decision required further
approval from the Captain General of Cuba and/ or the Council
of the Indies. Both the asesor and the fiscal were assisted in their
inquiries by a royal notary, or escribano, who served as the court
stenographer and took down depositions. In cases where parties in
the suit were legal minors, the governor would appoint a guardian .
Because people in St. Augustine spoke a variety of languages, an
interpreter was also sometimes required. In keeping with general
14

15
16

Ibid., 125-129. Both rati:ftcaciones and careos figure extensively in cases of
violence and murder in St. Augustine, and margin notes identify them . The
tacha is at times pre ent although rarely identified as such in documentation.
Ibid., 130-138.
John H . Matthews in "Law Enforcement in Spanish ·East Florida, 1783-1821"
(PhD diss., Catholic University of America, 1987), 44-46, describes officials and
their duties.
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principles of Spanish law, the role of magistrates was to restore
public tranquility, to punish offenders, to compensate the plaintiff
or complainant if justified, and to attempt a reconciliation of the
parties involved. 17
It is important to recognize that judicial proceedings in
St. Augustine had none of the trappings of a modern-day
trial. There seems to have been no regular physical locus for
conducting proceedings. Presumably the asesor general had an
office in Government House. Witnesses might be called before the
investigating magistrate to give their depositions; but frequently
the magistrate and a notary called on people at home, went to the
crime scene, or saw prisoners in the holding cell inside the Castillo
or at the jail. The purpose of a proceeding was to amass in writing
all pertinent information about a case, which was then submitted
to the officers of a court martial or to the governor. 18
Slander cases were among the more common types of legal
action to come before a magistrate. Complaints about slander
arose frequently in St. Augustine, which seems to have been a
hotbed for malicious gossip. It was a small and compact city. About
2,000 people, of different ranks, classes, and places of national
origin, lived in a grid work of streets that extended only a half mile
in length and about 330 yards in width. Social tensions among
town residents often exploded into insults and threats. People
were especially thin-skinned about being subjected to name-calling
or rumor, and probably with good reason. Society in St. Augustine
was steeped in the cultural mores of Spain and (closer to home)
Cuba. These mores included a fierce protection of personal and
family honor, reputation, and good name. Anyone who left a
slander unanswered not only lost face in .the local community but
risked becoming the favored target of whispering campaigns and
mockery, a circumstance that could make life extremely difficult
17
18

Ibid., 39 . Matthews identifies the auditor de guerra as another legal authority.
On sentencing and expected duties of magistrates, see Ibid., 47, 64, 67.
For almost half the period under consideration here, most investigations fell
to a Holmes and Watson duo, headed by the asesor general, Don Manuel de
Ortega, assisted by the royal notary, Don Jose de Zubizarreta. This eighteenthcentury pair of gum-shoes quite literally had to walk the streets of the city
in quest of evidence and testimony. Between them, they perambulated their
way through most of the shouting matches, knife fights, deaths by violence,
and other disruptions to the King's peace that kept tongues wagging and cells
occupied, Ortega with his head full of law and Zubizarreta with his arms full
of paper, quills, and parcels of ink. They were a mobile unit, sweating in the
waistcoats, breeches, and dress or frock coats that custom demanded, and
wearing out the leather soles of their shoes in performance of duty.
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if not miserable. What was true for the largest cities of colonial
Spanish America was also true for the provincial capital of tiny East
Florida: "In a society where identities and descriptions ofindividuals
carried so much weight, words could cause great harm." 19
People responded to slander in different ways, including direct
action. A simple insult, uttered in a moment of heat, could spark
anything from a counter-insult to a blow to a knifing. There was also
a legal recourse, however. Under Spanish law, to speak slanders, or
palabras injuriosas, was a criminal offense, and slanderers could be
charged and brought before a magistrate.
Studies of slander in Spain and Spanish America provide
plenty of evidence about what colonial people found insulting. For
example, in a survey of more than 150 years of slander cases from
colonial Santiago de Chile (1672-1822), Maria Eugenia Albornoz
Vasquez identified words that were consistently regarded as insults
requiring some sort of response. Use of the term puta [whore] for
women and the racial terms mulato and mulata for men and women
are examples of these. "In the case of men,'' Albornoz Vasquez noted,
"the racial insult par excellance, for most of the eighteenth century,
was mulatto." Referring to someone as a dog-either a perra or a
perro--also became a common insult in the I 700s, as did use of the
term borracho, or drunk. By the late I 700s, the lexicon of commonly
used insults was growing. Thus, Sonya Lipsett-Rivera, in a study of
slanders in Mexico between 1750 and 1850, constructed a glossary of
expressions that she routinely found in slander cases. Insults aimed
at women were predominantly sexual and vulgar, led by puta (whore)
and ramera (prostitute) . In contrast, insults aimed at men were
broad-ranging. They included terms that struck at masculinitylike cornudo (cuckold) and punetero (masturbater) but also chismoso ·
(gossip )-a trait that was considered effeminate. Also common were
the more evocative ladr6n (thief), picaro (rogue), cabr6n (bastard; also
cuckold), the ever popular hijo de puta, along with embustero (cheat),
arrastrado (brownnoser) and alcahuete (pimp) .20
By extension, certain gestures or actions also subj ected a
person to shame. Touching someone, even in jest, ran the risk
of creating outrage. Slapping or punching at the face or head of
another person was specifically cited in Spanish law as an offense.
19
20

Lipsett-Rivera in "De Obray Palabra," 511, explains: "while violent acts harmed
the body, words attacked an individual's honor."
See the section "Los miedos y los 'otros rechazados"' in Alborniz Vasquez's
"Injuria de palabra;" also the glossary in Lipsett-Rivera, "De Obray Palabra,"
537-539.
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Being grasped by the arm, shoulder or hair, having one's hair
pulled, or one's clothes torn, was a form of humiliation. Bailiffs
and catchpoles, people assigned to arrest miscreants, typically
manhandled them. By extension, any kind of manhandling, no
matter who did it, was demeaning and called for retaliation. As in
modern Islamic countries, hitting or slapping someone with the
dirty sole of a shoe was also a gross insult. 21
In colonial Mexico, for example, insults and taunts frequently
led to a brawl or a free-for-all, especially in places where there was
a lot of drinking. In his study of Oaxaca, William Taylor identified
various insults as "fighting words," especially "puta, cornudo,
alcahuete, and cabr6n (whore, cuckold, pimp, he-goat ... ) ". In the
face of these taunts men would throw a punch, deliver a beating,
or pull a knife . Cheryl Martin, again from studies of Mexico, found
that name-calling commonly escalated into violence. She described
a typical pattern as beginning with a taunt like perro (dog), followed
by a racial remark like mulato or a slight on honesty, and then a
sexual insult- cuckold for men, whore for women. The first might
be ignored, but the latter usually required a response. For men,
cuts at their manhood exposed them to public ridicule; for women,
blots on honor were a potentially dangerous label that might
jeopardize marriage or make them objects of public disdain and
gossip. The potentially explosive consequences of slander help to
explain official concern. 22
Slander, of course, struck directly at honor, and since slander
was spread by gossip, it was an effective method of causing public
humiliation. Going to court over slander was a double-edged
sword. It could result in punishment for the slanderer, a public
apology, or some restitution, but it also .tended to publicize what
had been said, especially if many witnesses were called upon
to report what they had heard. Slander cases in St. Augustine
have much in common with those reported from Chile, Mexico,
and other areas in Spanish America. Many of the expressions
mentioned previously were commonly used as insults in Florida.
Taunts were especially dangerous in environments where people
were drinking heavily or easily exasperated by teasing. It did not
21
22

Lipsett-Rivera, "De Obray Palabra," 514-515.
See Taylor, Drinking, Homicide, and Rebellion, 81-83; Martin, "Popular Speech,"
312. Lyman Johnson notes "plebians were every bit as sensitive to the
experience of shame and humiliation as elite members of Spanish American
society. Indeed p lebians were more likely to resort to violence to prevent or
avenge an insult." J ohnson, "Dangerous Words," 130.
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take much to send fists flying or knives flashing. Social tensions
between upper and lower classes and between military personnel
and civilians also frequently found expression in insult and abuse.
St. Augustine was a garrison town-almost an eighth of the free
male residents made their livings as soldiers or officers-and many
other inhabitants earned their keep by providing food, drink, and
goods for the military. Local author~ties frequently had to deal with
drunk and disorderly conduct among the soldiers, the crews of the
local pilot and gunboats, and sailors from visiting ships. These
men spent their off hours playing cards and gambling, and got into
fights with their own comrades or with any vendor or purveyor of
food or goods they thought cheated them.
So, from a knifing case in 1786, comes an example of "fighting
words" in action. The incident involved Fernando Amonoso,
described in the records as a chino, usually denoting a person
of African and Indian ancestry. Amonoso was also serving out
a sentence as a praesidario, or a convict sentenced to labor at St.
Augustine's main fortification, the Castillo de San Marcos. One
night he went out with friends to a tavern run by Juan Villalonga,
a resident from a town in Minorca. Praesidarioswere restricted to a
section of the barracks at the south end of town at night but were
free to go about the city prior to curfew. At the tavern, Amonoso
and his friends began drinking and got into a card game with a
group of sailors, apparently from a gunboat. One of the sailors,
Pablo Sabate, accused Amonoso of misdealing the cards, and
called him a string of names, saying he was a perro (a dog), a picaro
(a rogue), a ladr6n (a thief), indigno (of no worth), a mulato, and
a punetero (which, depending on the context, meant a miserable
wretch or a masturbator).
Any one of these words was the sort that would start a fight,
so it is not too surprising that Amonoso stood up and slapped
Sabate across his face. This was the typical escalation noted by
Taylor in his research-drinking, gambling, an argument, insults,
a physical blow. At this point the owner of the tavern, Villalonga,
apparently saw where things were headed. He came over to the
group, saying, "What's all this, fellows. I don't want any fighting
in my place." He threw them out, whereupon the quarrel carried
into the street. Sabate then collected some other comrades to
track down Amonoso, who, when confronted, pulled a knife
and wounded one of them. The whole group eventually found
themselves under arrest, but the sailors, after questioning, were
released. Amonoso, the convict chino, was held, not only for the
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wounding, but because he was a person of color who had drawn a
knife on a white person. 23
In this particular case, the magistrate's interest focused
on the knifing by the chino rather than the insults by the sailor.
Nonetheless, the verbal taunts leading to the knifing comprised
much of the evidence, a scenario typical in several other cases that
ended in assault. While not strictly an investigation into slander,
the case does provide a vivid picture of the types of words used
by people in confrontational situations. Parallels occur in cases
from Buenos Aires: "A direct allegation o( dishonesty, even when
the allegation was abundantly justified by evidence, was likely to
provoke violence ... no man could passively accept being branded
a thief or a liar without losing face." 24
Another case stemming from gambling had a less violent
outcome. In 1797 Antonio Caballero, a Spaniard, wagered on a
bowls or skittles game between two Minorcan townsmen, Sebastian
Coll and Gabriel Frau. When Frau lost, there was a disagreement
about the payment of the wager and Frau became angry with
Caballero. According to Caballero's own account, Frau called him
a person of mala sangre (tainted blood) and said "that he knew all
about my lineage, and that the soles of his shoes had a better one
than I did." Frau then implied that Caballero's grandfather had
been disgraced, possibly cuckolded. Caballero sued, demanding
that Frau prove his accusations or withdraw them. Notably, Frau's
slander included a cacophony of offensive innuendo. Besides
calling Caballero's legitimacy into question, itself a serious
defamation, Frau equated him with something dirty and bestialthe cow hide of his shoe-all extremely insulting to male pride
in the eighteenth century. The fact tha,J the insult came from a
Minorcan, often looked upon as a second-class citizen by Spanish
residents, made it all the more intolerable to Caballero. Frau was
required to apologize publically and pay court costs. 25
23

24
25

Witnesses quoted Sabate's insults as well as the intervention of Villalonga
saying "Que es eso, caballeros? Yo en mi casa no quiero pleitos." Prosecution
of Fernando Arnonoso, sailor Pablo Sabate, and Jose Capo for fighting, Section
65, Criminales,July 24, 1786, East Florida Papers, Bundle 283, Reel 122.
Johnson, "Dangerous Words," 138-139.
Frau's statement in Spanish was paraphrased in testimony as "que conocia a
todo mi linage y que la suela de su zapato era mejor que yo." Prosecution
of Gabriel Frau for slandering Antonio Caballero, Section 65, Criminales,
May 27, 1797, East Florida Papers, Bundle 287, Reel 124. Frau is listed as a
Minorcan fisherman in Philip D. Rasico, The Minorcans of Florida: Their History,
Language, and Culture (New Smyrna Beach, FL: Luthers Pub., 1990), 161. See
also Matthews, "Law Enforcement," 143.
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In fact, seemingly innocuous arguments could lead to an
outburst of temper or insults. This had less to do with the subject
of conversation and more to do with a simmering resentment or
a grudge between the participants. A case in point comes from a
conversation that took place early one Sunday morning in 1 798
near the wharves of the town's bay front along the estuary of the
Matanzas River. Miguel Iznardy,- a prominent, well educated,
and well-connected Spanish merchant, was taking part in a goodnatured debate about the gun on one of the launches protecting
the harbor. Several men maintained the gun was fixed and could
only fire directly ahead of the bow. Iznardy argued that it was a
swivel and could be adjusted several points to the left or right.
Another resident, Manuel Solana, a somewhat crusty Florida native
and self-made cattle rancher, was listening to the debate from a
short distance away. As Iznardy was giving his opinion, Solana
angrily butted into the conversation, made a point of coming up
abruptly and telling Iznardy that he was wrong, and that he was a
typical know-it-all who pretended superior knowledge when in fact
he knew nothing about the matter. Iznardy brought suit, saying
Solana had demeaned him in public. The other men present
were called as witnesses. They confessed that they were startled by
Solana's behavior and his remarks but could offer no explanation
for them and knew of no enmity between the men . The charge
was eventually dismissed. It is likely, though, that this altercation
stemmed from personal dislike. Solana and Iznardy were rivals
in the highly competitive market to win the government meat
contract; although both were wealthy and influential, they came
from different social backgrounds. Solana, a local Floridano, raised
in the colony, prided himself as a frontiersman who lived life in the
saddle. He probably had little use for the erudite and gentrified
Iznardy, an Old World Spaniard from Andalusia. In Solana's eyes,
Iznardy would have been something of a snobbish dandy.26
Another seemingly innocent exchange got George Backhouse,
a hold-over from British colonial days in Florida, into trouble with
authorities. In June 1792 he was brought up on a charge of having
26

Prosecution of Manuel Solana for slandering Miguel Iznardy, Section 65,
Criminales, March 1, 1798, East Florida Papers, Bundle 287, Reel 124. On
rivalry over control of the meat market, see Susan R. Parker, "The Cattle Trade
in East Florida, 1784-1821," in Colonial Plantations and Economy in Florida, ed.
Jane G. Landers (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000), 157-161. For
information about Solana and Iznardy, see Donna Rachal Mills Florida s First
Families: Translated Abstracts of Pre-1821 Spanish Censuses (Naples, FL.: Mills
Historical Press, 1992), 36-37.
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called the wife of Clemente de Salas a whore. De Salas immediately
brought suit on behalf of his wife, producing several witnesses,
including two slaves, who all gave the following account of events.
They said that Backhouse had come to the Salas residence and
had asked the matron of the house for some chili peppers. She
had replied that she did not have any, but she would bring him
some the next day. Backhouse, according to witnesses, replied
"Puta [whore], why can't you give them to me now, the same as
tomorrow?" 27
Questioned by the magistrate, Backhouse gave a different
version of what happened. He spoke to the asesor general in English,
his native language, while a court-appointed interpreter translated
what he said into Spanish, for the benefit of the official record.
Translated from Spanish back into English, the gist of his testimony
seems to be this : he told the magistrate that his conversation with
Senora de Salas had also taken place in English, and that the
witnesses had misunderstood his words. Backhouse said he was
well acquainted with de Salas's wife, that they had known each
other since childhood, and that he had gone over to the house to
ask her for some peppers for his dinner; that when he arrived, she
met him at the door and asked "What do you want?" and that he
replied, "Some chili peppers." She said she did not have any, not
until tomorrow, and he replied that he needed them right then, to
eat. She then said something like "parafuera, "probably "go away"
or "get lost," and he had answered, ''Anda fuera, tu gran Perra," or
''You get lost, you big bitch." 28
Backhouse defended himself, saying that he had meant no
insult, but had only been joking around with de Salas, as he often
did; but that everyone present had misinterpreted his use of the
word "bitch" in English as the equivalent of "puta" (whore) in
Spanish, when in fact, he explained, it was the equivalent of "perra"
(a female dog) . He went on to argue that the word "bitch" as used
in English did not carry the same degree of insult that "puta "had in
27

28

The statement, taken from witnesses in Spanish, is all important in this case
because of Backhouse's defense that the conversation was actually in English.
Witnesses cited him as saying "Puta, porque no puede darlos ahora, lo mismo que
maiiana?" This and all following testimony is from Prosecution of George
Backhouse for slandering the wife of carpenter Clemente de Salas, Section 65,
Criminales, June 20, 1792, East Florida Papers, Bundle 285, Reel 123. Mills,
Florida '.s First Families, 56, has a description _of Backhouse from the 1 787 census
as a native of the West Indies, Protestant, occupation tailor. De Salas is also in
Mills, Florida's First Families, 83.
Ibid.
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Spanish. Still, Backhouse could have no doubt about the outrage
he had caused. The parish priest, Father Miguel O'Reilley, showed
up at his door immediately after the incident. He had learned
about it from the two slaves who had overheard it, and came to
scold Backhouse for his behavior. No sooner did the priest leave
than Clemente de Salas, the woman's irate husband, arrived at the
house with an axe. Backhouse barred the door but de Salas used
the axe to break it down and came inside and threatened him until
neighbors intervened. 29
The asesor general ultimately accepted Backhouse's plea that
the seriousness of the insult had been inflated. In his ruling, he
called it a misunderstanding that had gotten out of hand, ordered
Backhouse to publically apologize, and recommended that
the parties, who clearly knew each other well, should reconcile
themselves. Yet he also admonished Backhouse to watch his
mouth, reminding him that under Spanish law words could cause
just as much injury as deeds. 30 One also has to wonder, in this case,
if Clemente de Salas's violent reaction might have been a result
of some underlying jealousy, perhaps a suspicion that the familiar
relations between his wife and Backhouse were not as innocent as
a mere joking acquaintance.
Cases like these were often just instances of outbursts of
tempers; but sometimes they had lasting effects and were not so
easily resolved. A good example comes from another case involving
Minorcan residents. 1n 1802, the sailor Jose Ximenez got into an
argument with Pedro Llul (also known as Pedro Hull) about debt.
During the dispute, Llul's.wife, Marfa Isabel Crosby, threatened the
wife of Ximenez, saying she should have her belly slit open. Ximenez
retorted that Marfa was a habladora (gossip) and mulata, and that.
she should have her tongue cut out. This was only the latest in a
series of incidents involving racial slurs against Crosby's parentage.
Llul and Crosby had already confronted this issue in 1798 when a
neighbor had questioned Marfa's "whiteness." The following year,
another neighbor wanted to know why it took a lawsuit to decide if
Crosby was white or black. With the 1802 case, Ximenez was once
more throwing the issue in her face, which shows how a label could
permanently attach itself to someone's identity and plague them
in local society. Llul, citing the previous slanders against his wife,
wanted the matter put to rest and demanded a public apology from
29
30

Ibid.
Matthews, "Law Enforcement," 140.
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Ximenez so that people in the neighborhood would cease to have
any doubts about his wife's honorable ancestry. 31
In the cases just cited, each woman had a male defender, her
husband, who brought suit. By contrast, the case of Luisa Rodriguez
from 1 799 illustrates a case where a woman did not have a defender.
Rodriguez, testifying in a court case, complained that Adjutant
Major Benito de Pangua, of the Third Battalion of the Infantry
of Cuba stationed in St. Augustine, had slandered her, accusing
her of sexual improprieties. She said de Pangua was spreading
gossip about her, saying that since the deatfi of her husband, she
was engaging in sex with the garrison blacksmith, Benito Reynal,
and that Reynal provided her with clothing and provisions. De
Pangua responded by bringing a slander suit against Rodriguez,
saying that by calling him a gossip, she had placed a blot on his
honor. He admitted that he had told people Rodriguez was living
in the same house as Reynal, something that was a well-known fact,
but, being an officer and an honorable man, he had never stated
or implied anything else. 32
De Pangua's suit triggered a flood of testimony about Luisa
Rodriguez's entire sexual history. The asesor general inquired into
the facts about her first marriage, her affair with Reynal after the
death of her first husband, her second marriage, and her current
cohabitation with Reynal after the death 0£ her second husband.
The parish priest gave a lengthy deposition on his efforts to
persuade Rodriguez to leave Reynal's house and go back to her
own in order to end the public scandal. Ultimately, the asesor
general dismissed the case, saying there was no evidence Benito de
Pangua had suffered harm to his reputation. At the same time,
he issued instructions to preserve the testimony for use in a case
pending against Luisa Rodriguez's son. In addition to all her
other troubles-financial straits and public scandal-the widow
Rodriguez had no male family member to protect her. Her son, a

31

32

Prosecution of sailor Jose Ximenez for slandering Pedro Llul and his wife
Marfa Isabel Crosby, Section 65, Crirninales, October 30, 1802, East Florida
Papers, Bundle 288, Reel 125. This case is also covered in Landers, "Female
Conflict," 562-564. Lull (Hull) and Marfa Isabel (Crosby) appear in the 1793
census, ages 42 and 28, respectively. See Mills, Florida's First Families, 99 . Jose
Ximenez appears in the 1814 census. See Mills, Florida's First Families, 143.
Complaint by Adj. Maj. Benito de Pangua against Luisa Rodriguez for slander,
Section 65, Criminales, September 7, 1799, East Florida Papers, Bundle 288,
Reel 125., Lipsett-Rivera notes that traditionally "male heads of families
responded to insults to the honor of individuals within their households." See
Lipsett-Rivera, "A Slap in the Face," 181.
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soldier, was under arrest for assault, apparently driven to it by the
rumors being spread around town about his mother. 33
The culture ofslander was so pervasive in St. Augustine that newly
arrived residents could quickly run afoul of it. Take, for example,
the case ofJohn Egan. A recent arrival from Wilmington, Delaware,
Egan brought suit against Juan Abadie in 1799 for defaming him.
Abadie , a Frenchman who was also_a recent arrival, apparently had
known Egan when they both resided in Wilmington, Delaware. He
began to tell friends that Egan was a dishonest person and someone
who could not be trusted. According to Egan, Abadie said as much
to a fellow French resident, Pedro Lefebvre, and then repeated it
to Eusebio Bushnell, a local trader. After that he tried to repeat
it to Don Valentine Fitzpatrick, a physician and plantation owner.
Yet finding that Fitzpatrick could not understand him-Abadie was
apparently speaking in either French or Spanish-he went away
and came back with a translator and then asked the translator to
repeat his remarks about Egan. Abadie was questioned in the case,
but it was dismissed because Egan could not prove his reputation
had been damaged and produced no witnesses to support the
charge in his querella. 34
Evidence suggests that slander cases became more and more
embroiled in local politics as St. Augustine entered the nineteenth
century. For example, the case of Gaspar Rosy from May 1813
is instructive. The Spanish colony of East Florida was under
American military occupation related to the War of 1812 and St.
Augustine was under semi-siege, cut off from normal commerce
and its sources of food. 35 The city had also recently undergone a
major change in government. Under the Spanish Constitution of
1812, residents were authorized to elect a local alcalde, or mayor1
who headed the town cabildo and was empowered to handle city
affairs. Among other duties, he was authorized to take charge of
judicial matters. The Rosy case, which involved a charge of slander
and abuse brought against a military officer, therefore came before
the new alcalde, rather than an asesor general or the governor.36
33
34
35
36

Adj. Maj. Benito de Pangua against Luisa Rodriguez for slander, Section 65,
Criminales, September 7, 1799.
Accusation of John Egan against Juan Abadie for slander, Section 65,
Criminales, May 25, 1799, East Florida Papers, Bundle 288, Reel 125.
James G. Cusick, The Other War of 1812, The American Invasion 'of Spanish East
Florida (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2007), 224-235, 245 .
For an in-depth study of the promulgation of the constitution, and the
changes it wrought in East Florida, see M.C. Mirow, "The Constitution of Cadiz
in Florida," Florida journal ofInternational Law 24, no. 2 (August 2012): 271-329.
The conflict between Kindelan and Alvarez is covered in Alejandro Quiroga
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All the witnesses in the case gave essentially the same testimony.
According to the querella, Rosy, a thirty-one-year-old baker born
in Florida to Italian parents, was summoned to the house of Don
Manuel de Castilla, a captain of infantry in the Third Infantry
Battalion of Cuba and an assistant sergeant major of the plaza of
St. Augustine. There Captain Castilla and his wife berated Rosy
and accused him of giving their son a beating. Rosy denied this,
whereupon Castilla struck him and showered him with insults.
Rosy backed out of the house, hat in hand, with Castilla following
and threatening him with a blade. At the door, according to one
witness, Castilla roared at him "Knave! Lout! "Whoreson! Don't
you know that my son is a cadet and an honorable boy, and I'll kill
the first whoreson that lays a hand to him." 37
The case is a good illustration of the serious altercations that
could occur between the military classes and the civilian population
of Minorcan-Greek-Italian residents who made their living in St.
Augustine. There is also a hint of local politics in this case. The
alcalde constitucional, Geronimo Alvarez, and the governor, Colonel
Sebastian Kindelan y O'Regan, disliked one another. Kindelan
regarded the new alcalde as a thorn in his side and complained that
he interfered too much in administration of the colony. At the
time this case came before him, Alvarez~as engaged in a heated
debate with Kindelan, saying the governor was blocking him from
his constitutional powers as judge and magistrate. Kindelan himself
was away from the capital, trying to reestablish order in the border
town of Fernandina as American troops withdrew from the colony.
The governor was not pleased when the alcalde presented him with
a case against one of his officers, especially during a time of war.
The court record contains no resolution of the case but Kindelin's

37

Fernandez de Soto, "Military Liberalism on the East Florida "Frontier':
Implementation of the 1812 Constitution," Florida Historical Quarterly 79, no.
4 (Spring 2001): 453. "The Ayuntimiento was designed to govern the town.
Consequently, it soon became the new center of political power, leading to
a clash betw~en the governor and the mayor concerning the exercise of civil
functions." Alvarez was linked to the Minorcan community by marriage and,
like Rosy, once earned his living as a baker. He headed the new town cabildo
and there was apparently a concerted effort by the cabildo to assert its authority
against the traditional military powers of the town; for the struggle over judicial
powers, see Fernandez de Soto, "Military Liberalism," 452-463.
Witness depositions in Spanish quoted Castilla as saying "Pfcaro! Brib6n! Hijo
de Puta! No sabe Ud. que mi hijo es un Por cadete y hijo de honor, y matare
al primer hijo de puta que le pegue." Gaspar Rosy complains against Capt.
Manuel de Castilla for slander and assault, Section 65, Criminales, May 12,
1813, East Florida Papers, Bundle 290, Reel 126.
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exasperation is apparent in the curtness of his annotations to the file.
The last document is simply a terse note from Kindelan ordering
both Rosy and Castilla to appear before him, followed by a statement
that he would seek to reconcile them. In effect, then, the case was
ammunition in an ongoing power struggle between two men. 38
As cases of slander demonstrate, gossip and public insults
could traumatize and disrupt family life and even lead to outbreaks
of physical violence. Rarer but more serious were crimes that
both victimized individuals and scandalized the entire power
structure of the colony. One such case occurred in 1788 when
officials discovered that soldiers at the garrison were paying tenand eleven-year-old boys for sex. The resulting scandal touched
people high up in St. Augustine 's military and bureaucratic
hierarchy. One of the boys involved was the ward of Captain Carlos
Howard, a military attache who advised Governor Vicente Manuel
de Zespedes on Indian affairs and defense of the border. Some of
the sex acts occurred at the house of Don Dimas Cortes, the second
highest official in the Royal Treasury. By the time the month-long
investigation was over, seven soldiers, two corporals, and four boys
we re under arrest and rumors about their activities had spread
throughout the town, including to the dozens of boys enrolled in
the local school. 39
Under Spanish law, sodomy comprised a host of sexual
behaviors that were considered both immoral and criminal. The
most serious was anal intercourse, in which one male achieved
orgasm within the rectum of another male. This offense, a capital
38

39

Besides the court case itself, information on Gaspar Rosy comes from Mills,
Florida 's First Families, 147. In 1814, the year after this suit, his household
included his wife Matilda, a young son, and Mariana Dulcet, age 15, and
Francisca Sanchez, age 7 . In his querella, Rosy alluded to the fact that the
younger Castilla, the cadet, had called one of his nieces a whore, indicating
additional bad blood between the two families, who lived only two houses
apart.
Proceso formado contra los soldados en el 2° Piq'e del Reg' de la Havana,
Josef de Torres, Benta Billamarin y Gregoria Quevedo, accusados de haver
incurrido, en el crimen de sodomia, con los muchachos Timoteo Claveria,
Archer Stone, Franco de Leon y Nicolas Dimaracht, y otros soldados reos de
menor gravidad, comprehendidos in el expresado proceo, 13 de Sept., 1788,
"Court Martials," Section 64, East Florida Papers, Bundle 280, Reel 119. To
make matters worse, the arrests and investigation occurred while Zespedes was
in the middle of hosting a visit from the Cuban bishop Cyril de Barcelona,
who was reviewing religious and moral life in the colony. See Helen Hornbeck
Tanner, Zespedes in East Florida, 1784-1790 (Jacksonville: University of North
Florida Press, 1989), 167-168. The parish priests and the instructors at the
local school were extremely concerned about the fate of the boys involved.
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crime, carried the death penalty, originally by hanging, and
subsequently by burning at the stake. 40 By the 1700s it also could
be punished by exile, hard labor, or the pillory. Lesser offenses
that could be prosecuted included engaging in masturbation with
a partner or having sexual contact that did not include penetration
of the body. Technically, sodomy did not have to be between two
males-it was also criminal for men to engage in this type of sex
with women. However, it was sex between males that was most
frequently reported to the authorities and investigated. 41
Prosecutions of sodomy cases are well-represented in historical
studies of early modern Spain and the Spanish colonies. Both
40

41

"Officials reserved their most severe condemnations for sodomites. Las
Siete Partidas required the death penalty for sins 'against nature,' except for
those people forced against their will or for children younger than fourteen
years. (Partida 7, Title 21, Laws 1 and 2) ," Perry, Gender and Disorder, 123.
"Punishment of those found guilty could be severe and brutal, ranging
from exile to service in the galleys to death by strangulation (after which
the accused's body was burned at the stake)," Geoffrey Spurling, "Under
Investigation for the Abominable Sin: Damian de Morales Stands Accused of
Attempting to Seduce Anton de Tierra de Congo (Charchas, 1611) " in Colonial
Lives: Documents on Latin American History 1550-1850, ed. Richard Boyer and
Geoffrey Spurling (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 112-129. The
ordenanzas governing the army also retained the ancient punishment of death
by hanging or burning for soldiers convicted of the delito nefano, or sodomy by
anal intercourse. Ordenanzas del ejercito, para SU regi,men, disciplina, subordinacion
y servicio: dadas por Su Majestad cat6lica en 22 de octubre de 1768. Reimpresas de
orden del gobierno de Venezuela por la primera edici6n real de Madrid de
1768 (Caracas, en la imprenta de V. Espinal, 1841), 286.
The term sodomy could mean anal intercourse with a same-sex partner (perfect
sodomy), or between a man and a woman (imperfect sodomy), or sexual
relations with animals (bestiality). Alain Saint-Saens, "Homoerotic Suffering,
Pleasure, and Desire in early Modern Europe (1450-1750) ,"in Lesbianism and
Homosexuality in Early Modern Spain, Literature and Theater in Context, ed. Marfa
Jose Delgado and Alain Saint-Saens (New Orleans: University Press of the
South, 2001), 3-86. According to Cristian Berco,"At different times and place
sodomy could mean anything from a wide understanding of nonprocreative
sex to a very specific notion of anal intercourse alone. When inquisitors tried
sodomy cases in Aragon, the term encompassed anal intercourse between men,
heterosexual anal sex, and bestiality. In cases involving men, inquisitors tended
to focus on anal sex, especially what they termed 'perfect sodomy' (sodomia
perfecta, that is anal intercourse with ejaculation inside the rectum) because
its occurrence called for the death penalty. Nonetheless, both because perfect
sodomy was difficult to prove and because the inquisitorial net was cast widely,
inquisitors also prosecuted a variety of erotic behavior between men that need
not have involved anal intercourse. They utilized the term malices to identify
other sexual behaviors between men such as mutual fondling, masturbation,
oral genital contact, and even kissing that they considered conducive to the
ultimate sin," "Producing Patriarchy: Male Sodomy and Gender in Early
Modern Spain,"]ournal of the History of Sexuality 17, no. 3 (September 2008),
356-357. Malices= "effeminacies."
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Mary Elizabeth Perry and Cristian Berco, among others, have
written major works on the subject. 42 Sodomy usually involved
an adult male and an adolescent youth or boy. More than 500
cases examined in Spain demonstrated that in seventy percent of
them, adult males were the active sexual partners who solicited sex
and achieved sexual orgasm through anal intercourse, while their
partners were usually teens or pre-teens. 43
A codified set of procedures determined the steps for charging
and prosecuting offenders. 44 Sodomy differed from many types of
capital crime in that it was regarded as a crime against nature rather
than person. Except in cases of rape, all parties who engaged in
sodomy could be arrested and charged. 45 According to law, boys
under fourteen years of age were considered too young to be
responsible for their actions, but various factors could influence a
court's attitude. 46 If sex seemed to be consensual, rather than rape,
younger partners were treated as accomplices. Interrogatories,
42

The following books and articles discuss and also quantify cases: Chapters 4,
5, and 9 in Perry, Crime and Society in Early Modern Seville and Perry, Gender and
Disorder, 123-127; "The 'Nefarious Sin' in Early Modern Seville," in The Pursuit
of Sodomy: Male Homosexuality in Renaissance and Enlightenment Europe, ed. Ken
Gerard and Gert Hekma (New York: Harrington Park Press, 1991);
Cristian
Berco, Sexual Hierarchies, Public Status: Men, Sodomy, and Society in Spain s Golden
Age (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007) and "Producing Patriarchy,"
352-75; Geoffrey Spurling, "Honor, Sexuality, and the Colonial Church, The Sins
of Dr. Gonzfilez, Cathedral Canon," in The Faces of Honor, "45-67. Other articles
on homosexual behavior in both Native American and colonial society in the
New World appear in Pete Sigal, editor, Infamous Desire: Male Homosexuality in
Colonial Latin America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003).
43 Berco, Sexual Hierarchies, 24-26.
44 Officials in Spain subscribed to the prevailing attitude that men, because of
their unbridled lusts, would seek sexual pleasure by any means available to
them, and that sodomy was therefore a constant temptation. Prisons and
military garrisons, where men had little access to women as sexual partners, ·
were regarded as places of high risk for homosexual behavior. Some large
cities, Seville among them, maintai!led licensed brothels in the belief that
access to women prostitutes would provide males with a sexual outlet and
keep them from engaging in anal intercourse of any kind, with males or
females. Berco, "Producing Patriarchy," 363 and associated footnotes; Perry,
Gender and Disorder, 123-124, and Crime and Society, 84; Saint-Saens, Homoerotic
Suffering, 10-11. B.R. Burg, in his classic study Sodomy and the Pirate Tradition,
English Sea Rovers in the Seventeenth -Century Caribbean (New York: New York
University Press, 1984) found much the same attitudes towards men, lust,
and sodomy in England. During Elizabethan and Restoration times, sodomy
was treated as one sex crime among many, and not singled out as especially
abhorrent. English moralists were also inclined to think that male lusts would
lead to sodomy with other males in environments where there were no women
available as sexual partners .
45 Saint-Saens, Homoerotic Suffering, 15-16.
46 Berco, "Producing Patriarchy," 361.
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the questions asked during proceedings, were designed to assess
complicity. They included questions such as: Did you receive any
gift or money for your actions? Why did you do it? Did you get
pleasure from what you did or did it hurt you? How often have you
done this? If testimony indicated habitual sexual activity or sex for
pleasure or for money, minors might be treated as adults. Officials
also did not shy away from graphic details about sexual activity.
In order to prove anal intercourse, the court needed evidence
that a partner ejaculated semen into the rectum of his partner. In
seeking to establish this fact, they would question the accused and
witnesses closely. 4 7
The case in St. Augustine followed standard procedures for
such investigations. Because it involved soldiers, it was constituted
as a court martial, headed by a fiscal and a panel of six officers. It
commenced with a denuncia or indictment. In this case, a resident
of St. Augustine, Jose Saby, a local baker, testified under oath that
three soldiers from the infantry regiment of Havana had abused
an eleven-year-old English orphan boy, Archer Stone, for sex.
Stone lived with an older brother in Saby's home. The charge
was confirmed by Captain Carlos Howard, who said that his ward,
eleven-year-old Timothy Claverfa, had also been abused. Called
upon to testify, Claverfa admitted he had been "fooling around"
with some soldiers. Asked exactly how he had fooled around with
them, he replied that sometimes by taking their penises in his
hand, and sometimes, with one soldier, in his rear end. Claverfa
implicated a third boy, Francisco de Leon, son of a praesidario, a
convict sentenced to serve the military in St. Augustine. Soon
afterwards, officials heard from Antonio de Yguiiiiz, instructor for
writing and mathematics at the local school, that another boy, tenyear-old Nicholas Dimarachi, had also admitted to sleeping with a
soldier. Francisco de Leon and his father both denied the charges,
and Dimarachi could not immediately be found, having been
relocated out of town by his guardian. 48
47
48

Ibid.," 361-362.
Proceso formado contra los soldados en el 2° Piq'c del Reg' de la Havana, Josef
de Torres, Benta Billamarin y Gregoria Quevedo, accusados de haver incurrido,
en el crimen de sodomia, con los muchachos Timoteo Claveria, Archer Stone,
Franco de Leon y Nicolas Dimaracht, y otros soldados reos de menor gravidad,
comprehendidos in el expresado proceo, 13 de Sept., 1788, "Court Martials,"
Section 64, East Florida Papers, Bundle 280, Reel 119, leaves 3-17, hereafter
referred to as Proceso. The three soldiers initially accused were Jose de Torres,
Buenaventura Villamarin, and Gregorio Quevedo of the Second Pickett in the
Havana Infantry. They were in their mid-twenties. Torres's duties apparently
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During the first ten days of the court martial, officials called
numerous witnesses, taking depositions and assembling information, much in the manner of a modem day police investigation.
The boys were taken into custody. The court ascertained their ages
and appointed custodios or legal guardians, who had to be present
anytime the boys were questioned. Three soldiers, Jose de Torres,
Buenaventura Villamarin, and Gregorio Quevedo, of the Second
Pickett in the Havana Infantry, were arrested and were placed in
confinement in the Castillo de San Marcos. 49
A key witness in the preliminary stage of the case was Howard,
who gave a long deposition in which he recounted his growing
uneasiness and fears about the behavior of his ward, Claveria.
The boy's parents were dead, and his godfather was in the military
in Cuba and traveled frequently. Therefore Howard, a friend of
Claveria's father and godfather, had agreed to take the boy in and
had been responsible for him for about five years. Thinking the
house of a soldier was no fit place for the boy, he had placed him

49

attached him to the treasury and he bunked in the kitchen outbuilding at
the residence of Dimas Cortes, where he had a canvas cot and a chest for his
clothes. Although the boy, Nicolas, is identified as Dimaracht throughout the
record, he signs his name Dimarachi. Yguiiiiz taught at the school from 1787 to
1793. The parish priests were anxious to establish the school, telling Zespedes
that the Minorcan boys in St. Augustine were wandering around the streets
and speaking English instead of Spanish. This case must have reinforced their
conviction that boys needed to be off the streets and under supervision.James
Cusick, "The Boys' School in Colonial St. Augustine, 1786-1820, El Escribano,
Vol. 42, 2005, 23-46 . It should be noted, however, that although Ygufiiiz was
conducting an investigation into what Dimarachi was doing, he suspended it
when the boy stopped showing up for school. He also noted in his testimony
that Timothy Claveria had stopped attending school. This illustrated a typical
pattern in the case-that adults did not pursue matters if they fell outside their
immediate jurisdiction. Orphans lacked the social net expected in Spanish
culture. "Parents had a moral obligation to provide for their children. They
owed them four things: subsistence, education, the means to secure a proper
lifestyle, and a good example . . . It was a mortal sin to fail to provide for
children materially or spiritually." Sonya Lipsett-Rivera, "Model Children and
Models for Children in Early Mexico," pp. 52-71, in Minor Omissions: Children
in Latin American History and Society, ed. Tobias Hecht (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 2002), 60 .
This case followed closely the procedures that Cutter outlines in Legal Culture
of Northern New Spain, 105-146. However, it was a court martial, and therefore
it also conformed to the regulations set out in the reales ordenanzas. These set
forth the jurisdiction of courts martial, the required number of officers, the
standards for evaluating evidence, the formulas for voting, and ·the sentences
for offenses. Premo, ," outlines the various ages of responsibility and how
this affected legal rights and also explains opening court procedures and the
appointment of legal protectors (curador ad litem) for those under the age of
twenty five. See Premo, "Minor Offenses," 117-119.
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with a prominent English widow and merchant, Honoria Clarke,
who had sons of her own, so that he could live with a family. He
also enrolled him in school. Claverfa's parents had been English
and Spanish and Howard wanted to "give him the kind of education
that would allow him to make a career in commerce." 50
These ambitions for the boy did not go well. According to
Howard, over the course of a year and a half, Claverfa's behavior
became disorderly. When the boy's godfather arrived in St.
Augustine, the boy expressed a wish to be near him, and Howard
agreed. He soon learned, however, that Claverfa was missing for
days at a time both from the home of his godfather and from the
household of the Clarkes, and that he was also going out late at
night, claiming he was attending Rosary. People told Howard that
Claverfa always seemed to have money, more money than Howard
gave him in an allowance. 51
When he confronted the eleven-year-old about the money,
Claverfa lied to him, first saying he had received it from various
people, then that he found it in the street, then that it came from
a baker he had helped. Howard's inquiries around town eventually
led him to the Saby household and one of Claveria's friends, the
English orphan named Archer Stone. Howard had a bad opinion of
Stone and had tried to keep the boys apart. He tracked Stone down,
demanding to know if he was spending time with Claverfa. Stone,
after initially denying this, fell down on his knees and said he would
tell the whole truth as long as Howard did not punish him. 52
To Howard's horror, the boy then told him that Claverfa had
not stolen any money, that they had gotten it by giving their bodies
to some soldiers: "Asked what he meant, Archer said that the
soldiers would put their members in their hands, showing them
how to move their hands, until liquid came out of the said organ;
and that some were in the habit of putting their members between
the cheeks of his buttocks, and that others would make him lay
face down and open his legs, raising the said member to his rear
end, and inserting it painfully into his body. When asked if he
was certain about this, he said, yes, and asked if this didn't hurt
h im, Archer replied that it hurt a lot, so much that he screamed

50
51
52

Proceso, 17-19.
Ibid., 19-20.
Ibid., 20-21.
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aloud, and would try to avoid the contact, sometimes succeeding,
sometimes not, until he felt the liquid enter his body." 53
Stone then recounted a specific incident that had taken place
in the kitchen building at the house of Dimas Cortes, the chief
accountant for the Treasury. The soldier who lodged there, Jose
de Torres, had him face down on a cot with his pants down, and
was sodomizing him, he said, wh€}n Cortes walked in and yelled
at the soldier, saying if he ever did anything like that again, he
would throw him out. Claveria was also present and had also been
sodomized. But Cortes, Stone said, had then turned around and
walked out, leaving them there. 54 Timothy Claveria later admitted
all this to Howard and repeated it in his court testimony. Much
of the remainder of the case was directed at trying to substantiate
these statements.
Almost immediately, however, the investigation ran into a major
obstacle. Dimas Cortes, summoned to give testimony immediately
after Howard, contradicted everything that Howard and the boys
had stated. There were never any boys inside his house, he said,
and he did not know the boys in question, and had never seen
them around the place. 55
Temporarily abandoning this line of inquiry, the court focused
instead on the other boys, calling witnesses to determine if either
Francisco de Leon or Nicholas Dimararchi had been seen in the
53
54

55

Ibid. , 23-29.
Ibid., 24-25. In the middle of the case, Jose Saby died from drowning. Within
a year, Ransom Stone had applied to marry Saby's widow. Lipsett-Rivera notes
that infancy was considered over at three years of age, and that in cighteenthcentury Mexico Archbishop Lorenzana y Buitron in his Cartas pastorals y edictos
advised that boys and girls should have separate sleeping areas after ten years .
of age. Children were considered to have uso de raz6n at age seven, and could
be married although the Church recognized marriage at age twelve for girls
and fourteen for boys; by law, children under the age of ten "could not legally
be punished for any crimes they committed." Lipsett-Rivera, "Model Children,"
59-60. Premo gives the legal age as ten and a half, and from there to seventeen
youths were considered to know right from wrong, although imperfectly.
Premo, "Minor Offenses," 117-118. According to Ondina E. Gonzalez, "Down
and Out in Havana, Foundlings in Eighteenth Century Cuba," in Minor
Omissions: Children in Latin American History and Society, ed. Tobias Hecht
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002), 105, abandoned children
were turned out of foster care at age five in Havana, although in the 1 760s
Charles III ordered that children, once removed from foster care, be put into
a seminary or convent. For the fear that Stone and Dimarachi both expressed
at being punished (probably beaten) see Lipsett-Rivera, "Model Children," 6465. Discipline by beating, if softer measures failed, was considered a parental
duty. See Premo, "Minor Offenses," 116-117.
Proceso, 30-31.
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company of soldiers, especially those under arrest. At the same
time they ordered medical examinations of all the boys, asking the
chief surgeon at the Royal Hospital and the medical practitioner
to make an examination of the anal region of each boy, to look for
signs of bruising or violence, and to state if there was any evidence
that a man had penetrated their anuses. Over the next weeks, the
case followed several identifiable patterns. First, the fiscal grilled
the boys about why they had prostituted themselves, apparently
unconvinced that their sole motivation was money. Second, adults
called in as witnesses distanced themselves from involvement.
Typically, after answering preliminary questions, they responded
"that they did not know anything" ( que no sabe nada). Third, and in
contrast, several boys from the school, called upon to testify, talked
freely. While also denying any direct knowledge about the case,
they repeatedly said that they could report "what they heard"namely, that the boys under arrest had been fooling around with
soldiers and getting money for it. The fiscalJ Don Ignacio Royo, a
lieutenant in the Havana Regiment, was especially disturbed to hear
that rumors about the case were circulating widely, complicating
the task of getting clear testimony, and spreading a scandal. 56
Finally, as witness after witness expressed ignorance, officials
began a search for physical evidence.
Besides the medical
examinations, they called in the slave women who washed the
laundry in the homes of Stone and Claverfa, asking if they had
ever noticed blood stains on the boys' shirt tails or bed sheets. 57
Just as evidence seemed to be dwindling, ten-year-old Nicholas
Dimarachi, called in to testify, stirred things up again by stating
that soldiers had solicited him for sex and that he had engaged in
sex with Juan Quevedo, one of the accused. This started another
round of depositions. 58
In all, the court called thirty-six witnesses. Inquiries began
to concentrate on the house of Dimas Cortes. Members of his
household and visitors to his house were asked if they recalled seeing
any of the boys on the premises. They all reported that they had
56

57
58

In fact, Jose Saby and Carlos Howard, the two adults who first brought the case
to the authorities, had feared this would happen. Howard testified that he
had agonized for forty-eight hours before reporting what he knew, afraid of
the scandal that would surround his ward. He had only gone to the authorities
after conferring with one of the parish priests, who had advised him that the
matter was bound to become public and had to be reported.
Proceso . 32-60.
Ibid ., 52- 54. Stone's guardian, Jose Saby, and Eusebio de Leon's father, both
died before the conclusion of the trial. Ibid., 36.
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no recollection of seeing them. The three accused soldiers were
questioned and also denied knowing the boys or engaging in sex
with them. Other soldiers from their unit, called to testify, reported
that they knew nothing. 59 Then, in a procedure known as careo or
confrontation, witnesses who had given conflicting testimony were
brought together. All the boys in the case confronted one another
and stuck to their original statements. The accused soldiers were
confronted by Stone and Claverfa, but denied knowing them. Cortes
was confronted by the boys and also denied having ever seen them.
The fiscal also asked Claveria and Dimarachi to review a line-up of
troops and identify the men who had molested them. They could
not or would not make a positive identification. 60
Meanwhile, however, the fiscal put Stone's testimony to the test
in what would be decisive evidence for the court. He took the boy
to the town plaza, accompanied by the court recorder and Stone's
legal advisor. Then he asked Stone how to get to Cortes' house,
which was not visible from where they were standing, and which,
according to adult testimony, the boy had never visited. Stone gave
him specific directions, explaining that the route lay south on the
main street (modern-day St. George Street), past the property of
Don Gregorio Huet, and then east on the cross street (modernday Cadiz). The fiscal followed up by asking Stone to describe the
interior of the house, its layout and furnishings, the contents of
the kitchen building, and other details. Stone's responses were
written down, and with this record in hand the fiscal proceeded to
the residence of Cortes. He later reported to the court that the
location of the house, its layout and yard and the furnishings inside
the kitchen building closely matched Stone's testimony. 61
59
60
61

Ibid., 58-98.
Ibid., 114-132.
Ibid., 56-58. Stone's directions to the house indicate it was the property
identified as No. 212 on the 1788 map of St. Augustine by Mariano de la
Rocque. According to the map key, this property, which was the lot at the
southeast corner of modern day St. George and Cadiz Streets (now property of
the Sisters of St. Joseph) was owned by Bernardo Segui. The Alvarez registry
book of property ownership, held at the St. Augustine Historical Society, also
indicates that No. 212 was owned by the Segui family. However, Dimas Cortes
married one of the Segui daughters and the property may have come to the
couple as part of the dowry. A tax list for the city indicates that Cortes was the
owner of the house. This is according to a typescript of the tax list, Box 7, File
15, MC 63 at the Saint Augustine Historical Society, based on the original with
the East Florida Papers, Library of Congress, labeled East Florida Assessor's
Inventory, Number 78. Archer Stone's description conforms closely to the
layout depicted for No. 212. Assuming the property was entered through a gate
at the northeast corner of the lot on Cadiz, then, as Stone testified, the main
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After a month of investigation, the three soldiers originally
arrested still stood accused of sodomy and in addition two corporals
and five other soldiers had been charged with lesser sex crimes.
The defense mounted an attack on the weak points in the case,
noting that the descriptions the boys gave of their molesters did
not conclusively point to those in custody and that no witnesses,
other than the boys, could corroborate that any crime occurred.
Officers of the court marital agreed. In rendering their decision,
they unanimously ruled that the most serious charge-sodomy by
anal intercourse-had not been proven. However, the fiscal, in his
summary of the case, noted that the circumstances were extremely
suspicious and that other evidence pointed to the soldiers having
abused the boys. The medical evidence, while not conclusive,
showed trauma or bruising around the anuses of both Claveria and
Stone; there was evidence for bloodstains on Claveria's bed sheets;
and Stone had been able to describe the interior of a kitchen
building where one of the soldiers bunked, even though adult
witnesses insisted he had never been there. He argued that if the
three principal soldiers were guilty, they deserved to be hanged.
The boys, he said, should receive six months under house arrest,
and the other soldiers involved ought to get eight months in prison.
Ultimately the court exonerated the soldiers of the main charge,
but nonetheless voted to sentence the three principals to two years
hard labor in Puerto Rico, and recommended that the five soldiers
and two corporals serve one month injail. The four boys received
six months of house arrest and were remanded to their parents or
guardians for whatever punishment they saw fit. Two of the boys,
Nicholas Dimarachi and Francisco de Leon, were subsequently
sent away to Havana, to the care of relatives. 62

62

house is to the right and the kitchen building, oriented with its narrow face
north-south, was to the left upon passing the gate. The back or south side of
the main house contained a comedor (or loggia) flanked by two small identically
sized rooms at the east and west ends, giving access to the main room (sala) of
the house. According to Stone, the kitchen, the scene of the soldiers' sexual
escapades, contained a cot and trunk, a sheff for cooking utensils, and, on
the west wall, the hearths for cooking. Stone answered questions about the
location of the well, and described paint and tile work. His deposition left
little doubt that, despite the testimony of Cortes and others, the boy had been
inside the house and was familiar with its layout.
Ibid., October 22, 1788, 135-145. The court was apparently following
procedures pertaining to medias pruebas-testimony that fell short of what the
law required to convict on a capital offense, but that was pertinent to lesser
offenses, such as the charge that the soldiers had used the boys as tools for
masturbation. The regulations for court martial allowed the court to issue a
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The intensive investigation surrounding this case, the only
one of its kind from St. Augustine, highlights many aspects of life
in the town. Poor and orphaned children there faced many of
the same dangers found in large cities. Although urban centers
such as Seville and Havana, and even medium-sized towns like New
Orleans, operated houses of charity and orphanages to care for
the needy, youths who lacked any protection faced a harsh world
in which they were expected to survive on their own from an
early age. Young boys living on the streets of Seville, for example,
imitated the behavior of older gang members, learning to steal and
beg, sometimes pimping to prostitute their sisters, and sometime
prostituting themselves. 63 In a world with little privacy, they
witnessed sexual intercourse at very young ages, and mimicked
sex acts. 64 They were also in constant danger of being suborned
by adults on the prowl for sexual partners. Neighborhoods with
all-male enclaves, such as prisons or barracks, had especially dark
reputations and were considered danger areas for youths. 65
The case from St. Augustine demonstrates that the size of the
city did not matter. Even in a small town, Stone, Claverfa, and
the others could disappear for days and evade adult supervision. 66
Officials likely started a school for boys in St. Augustine in part to
curb the problem of youths wandering around freely. Certainly
the soldiers' barracks at the south end of town gave them cause for
concern. It had a seedy reputation as a haven after dark for all sorts
of sexual encounters among the men.
Of the four boys involved in the case, three were orphans and
one had a bed-ridden father who died during the course of the case.
Archer Stone, the English boy, seems to have led the stereotypical
orphan's hard life. Stone did not go to school, making the rounds
each day to deliver bread from the Saby bakery. Francisco de Leon
visited his ill father at the military hospital but otherwise went

63
64
65
66

pena extraordinaria, or sentence at the discretion of the presiding officials, in
such a case. They cited Tradado 8, Titulo 5, Articulo 48 ( Ordenanzas del ejercito,
258-259). Medias pruebas, in current Spanish legal parlance, means testimony
that comes from a single witness, without corroboration. Henry Saint Dahl,
McGraw Hill's Spanish and English Legal Dictionary, (New York: McGraw Hill,
2004). In the sentencing of the boys, the court was apparently exercising its
legal prerogative to try tl~e boys as adults but to sentence them more leniently
than adults. Premo, "Youtl~. Crime, and Law in Lima," 118-119.
Perry, Crime and Society, 195-211.
Berco, "Producing Patriarchy," 369-370.
Perry, Crime and Society, 84; Berco, "Producing Patriarchy," 363 and associated
footnotes; Perry, Gender and Disorder, 123-124.
Cusick, "Boys School," 32-33.
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about most of the day on his own. Following his arrest, and his
father's death, he had no place to live, and remained incarcerated
in the Castillo, from where he petitioned the governor to release
any clothing and other articles he had inherited, so that he would
not suffer so much from cold. The enigma in the case seems to
be Timothy Claveria, who, although an orphan, had a godfather
and a guardian, and a comparatively privileged life, yet prostituted
himself for money.
It is clear from court depositions that the boys were lured
into sexual liaisons, although the court was equally convinced that
they consented to sex. In a revealing piece of testimony, Claverfa
described the ploys the soldiers used to lead the boys on. In
initial encounters, they exposed themselves, then encouraged the
boys to touch them. Later, they sought more bodily contact, and
ultimately anal intercourse. This is remarkably similar to tactics
used by modern pedophiles. The offer of money may have been
intended as a reward or as a bribe to buy silence. The soldiers also
made attempts to isolate the boys, meeting them in outbuildings or
stalls, and always after dark. 67
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the case was the behavior
of most adults, who seemed more intent on suppressing scandal
than on the fate of the boys. The deposition of Dimas Cortes' was
the single most important piece of testimony in the case. It directly
contradicted the statements of Archer Stone and Timothy Claverfa.
If the boys were lying, then the fiscal would have been justified in
his later opinion that Claverfa, at least, was capable of great malice.
The preponderance of the evidence, however, suggests it was
Cortes who was being less than truthful. If so, he was responsible
for saving Torres and Villamarin, at least from conviction on a
capital charge and subsequent execution. The court martial did
not completely exonerate the soldiers, indicating it found the boys'
testimony more compelling than that of a host of adults.
No taint of scandal seems to have attached itself to Cortes,
however. Five years after this case, he became the schoolmaster
for writing and mathematics at the school for boys. 68 By contrast,
the scandal undoubtedly touched Carlos Howard, guardian of
Claverfa. For the rest of his time in St. Augustine, until his duties
took him west to the Louisiana territory, he commanded soldiers

67
68

Proceso, 24-25 .
Cusick, "The Boys School," 27.
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who were well aware that some of their compatriots had abused a
boy under his protection and a member of his household.
The ultimate fate of the boys, as they went on in life, is unknown.
With the end of the case, they disappeared from the documentary
record. In all likelihood the social consequences for them were
severe. For a male in Spanish culture, submitting to anal intercourse
was the ultimate mark of degradation. and emasculation. 69 According
to perceptions of the time, it meant he was a pet or plaything for other
men and no longer a man. The shame extended not just to him but
to his family. 7° From the case record, it is clear that liaisons between
the boys and the soldiers were a topic of public gossip. Francisco
de Leon and Nicholas Dimarachi, were deported to Havana, in
part to get them away from the scandal. As for Archer Stone and
Timothy Claverfa, they apparently remained in St. Augustine. It
is easy to imagine the open taunts and behind-the-back comments
Stone and Claverfa had to endure from the eighty or more boys who
lived in town and probably heard the gossip about the case at school.
Compared to this, the two years of hard labor given to the soldiers
may have been a light punishment.
These cases serve to demonstrate some of the richness of the
criminal court records of St. Augustine. The application of law
in this borderland capital was consistent with legal procedures
used throughout the Spanish empire. The asesor general, the
fiscal, the notaries, the military officers, and the governors showed
professional commitment to following regulations for investigating
crime, conducting proceedings, and rendering verdicts . Whether
their judgments were swayed by issues of poverty or wealth, slave
or free, or other social statuses requires a more in-depth study
encompassing a greater number and variety of cases then those .
presented here. What is clear, however, is that established legal
rights-the right to a guardian for underage defendants, the right
to confront witnesses through the careo, the requirements that a
complaint be substantiated by reliable witnesses- were all diligently
followed. The application of "frontier justice," in this case, does
not seem to have differed significantly from justice elsewhere.

69

70

" . . . passive sodomy emerged as a symbol of the vanquished, the weak, the
unmasculine. Beyond the sexual act itself, the language of sodomy- shared
by defendants, witnesses, and even magistrates-equated sexual passivity with
a shameful emasculation ." Berco, "Producing Patriarchy," discussed 357-358,
quote from 360.
Ibid., 366-367.
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